




Theory of the Chain Construction with Elastic Joints (4) 
Test on the Deflection of the Simply Suported Chain 
Plate with Elastic Join旬
(Study on the Sandwich Curtain Wall一(8)) 
Hokato EGAMl 
(Received 28 Sept. 1967) 
In the previous paper， the author reported the theory of the Chain Construc-
tion with Elastic Joints as well as the results of the experimental study on the 
Sandwich Curtain Wall. It was shown that the theory could be applied to the 
wall with c10se approximation in its vertical direction. In the horizontal direc-
tion however it was found isotropic. The present paper deals with an expe-
rimental study on deflection of the Rectangular Plate composed of isotropic 
plates and elastic joints. The test plates are constructed with aluminium-panels 
and rubberstrings. Each and every edges of those test plates are simply supp-
orted. The resu1ts obtained under vertical load are as follows: 
1. The deflection-form of the plates along the Y -axis is invariable regardless 
of 1Y: 1x. The deflection-form at 1 --5 section is similar to that at 6 ---10 
section. 
2. The values of 8': 8 along x-axis are 1.50 for al， at 1 --5 section， however， 
it is about 1.43. 
3. The deflection-value of the Chain Plate with Elastic Joint is about 2.19-



















性板をアルミ板(厚3111) とし， これをゴム C6111 
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号 点 3 4 試体 1()1 2 
① 6 ---10 4.78 8.65 11.35 12.70 13.30 則合m)試体 20 2.0 @ 1--5 3.35 5.79 7.48 8.50 8.75 
① 1.43 1.50 1.51 1.50 1.52 ①/① 
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E 1 : 
軟節板の実験では，単位の弾性板は巾16cm(16cm-
ゴム巾〕厚3闘のアルミ板であったので，軟節板の実
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実験値 l平均値 実験値 I平均値 | 摘 要
h1|揃お|…| 53.52 巾16慨につNo.2 1 275.00 53. 
h1ln311 
いてのsの
No.2 1 247.731 232.8 48.66 60.31 {直 Ckgcm)No.3 1 236. 66.14 
平均値| I 236官| 56.92 
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線位置 号記 1，点llzd点11411 
⑦/①悶om3l10:.坤:本坤;:同坤・ ・町4附=日81--8. ①/① 0.5410. 
①/① 0.8110. ・・・・ .55+20.56=0.51 
①/@ 10.3810.3410.3510.35:0.38:0. 
①/① o. 79iO.83Io.81IO.80iO.80~0. 
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i 軟節粧の境みの絶対量は弾性単純梁の計算値の
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軟節単純梁の計算値~. . ・ H ・.1.印， I 
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弾性板の実験値….t'"・H ・"'1.56，I 
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